
Cr i t i ca l  M a t t e r s  

WHITHER OUR GREAT 
WRITERS? 

VERY THREE MONTHS OR SO, THE DISCUSSION 
on the Association for Mormon Letters e-mail group in- 
evitably turns to the question, "Why has the Mormon 

community produced so few great writers?" After somebody 
poses the initial question, the battle lines are quickly drawn 
between the "conservatives," who maintain that the world's 
standards for greatness in literature are incompatible with re- 
vealed religion, and the "liberals," who argue that Mormons 
will never have great literature until we, as a community, can 
learn to entertain uncomfortable questions about our culture, 
our motives, and our doctrines. 

The more I participate in these discussions, the less I am in- 
clined to agree with either of the standard positions. I do be- 
lieve, firmly and fundamentally, that religion and literature 
share the same basic goal: to improve our understanding of 
ourselves and of the worlds we inhabit. 1 also know that the 
Mormon community can react violently, and often unfairly, 
when artists of any kind question perceptions that most of its 
members hold inviolable. But, in this respect, Mormons are no 
different than any other community on earth. Literature, when 
it functions properly, challenges people's perceptions. We can 
learn nothing from novels, plays, and poems that do nothing 
but confirm what we already know. But all communities, no 
matter how loving and supportive, resent being challenged. 

Furthermore, there is very little historical evidence to sup- 
port the notion that community support is necessary for, or 
even helpful to, the production of great literature. Milton came 
very close to losing his head, Cervantes and Bunyan wrote 
their great masterpieces in prison, and Defoe was put in the 
stocks for the religious heterodoxy of one of his earliest works. 
In our century, James Joyce was despised by his Irish Catholic 
community, William Faulkner was hated throughout the 
South, and Salman Rushdie can't even make public appear- 
ances without fear of assassination. Yet each of these authors 
produced recognizably great literature at the same time that 
their highly esteemed contemporaries were producing dreck. 

Thus, when I hear Mormon writers and academics com- 
plain that the Mormon community is not interested in, or 
ready for, "great literature," I wince. No community has ever 
been prepared for the great writers and profound thinkers who 
remind them of their faults, criticize their shortcomings, and 

correct their misconceptions. Those who choose this path very 
often end up alienating themselves from the people they most 
want to serve. This is often a tremendous personal sacrifice, 
but it should never come as a surprise. The profession of a 
gadfly is a noble one, and even a necessary one at times, but it 
is a very poor way to make friends with a horse. 

-MICHAEL AUSTIN 

My Creed 

MY PATCHWORK QUILT 

T HIS PATCHWORK QUILT I HAVE STITCHED 
together is mine, but the fragments of material come 
from many sources. As a Mormon, 1 don't think of my- 

self as significantly different from others of the faith: I'm a foot 
soldier of the Restoration. 

My life has conformed to the way a "Mormon boy" should 
be: 1 attended all the meetings, got all the awards, and com- 
pleted all the programs. I served when called, fasted regularly, 
and payed tithing, fast offerings, building funds, and whatever 
else was needed. I bought a house in a low-income neighbor- 
hood of Albuquerque, New Mexico, because the stake presi- 
dent thought the Pingrees should live there. I have served two 
full-time missions, sat on several high councils, been a mem- 
ber of multiple bishoprics, been totally immersed in the youth 
programs of Scouting, MIA, and seminary 

Doing the aforementioned required the sacrifice of career 
opportunities, money, and-most importantly-time with my 
wife and family during the years the children were growing up. 
This doesn't distinguish me from mynads of other Latter-day 
Saints. I have always considered mysew a Mormon through 
and through, and I still do. I love to attend meetings of my 
ward, to engage in the give-and-take of a stimulating gospel 
doctrine Sunday School class. I feel a special bond with priest- 
hood holders when I meet with them in many countries of the 
world. Singing the hymns of the Restoration makes my spirit 
soar. Rising with the congregation in the Tabernacle to recog- 
nize the arrival of the Prophet to start a session of general con- 
ference is a solemn event I can never forget. 

I have been my happiest while spending long hours in con- 
structing chapels, while serving as mission president to a 
multi-cultural and multi-national missionary force, while 
teaching early-morning seminary, and while being bishop in 
different wards. 

Notwithstanding all the things in my life that are Momon 
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and should slot me into the ranks of the faithful marching on- 
ward (to return to the foot soldier metaphor), there are times 
when I find myself out of step with the Latter-day Saint ca- 
dence, marching to an offbeat sound. 

While I am generally in harmony with the basic precepts of 
the restored gospel, dissonance arises because I am bothered 
by the concept that the collective leadership of the Church is 
infallible. This theme is implied and specifically expressed in 
conference discourses, magazines, and lesson manuals. 

By rejecting infallibility, I am not challenging the goodness, 
integrity, or prophetic calling of the Brethren. Surely one will 
get a lot closer to heaven following directions from them than 
heeding the blathering of an alternative voice such as mine. 
They have a tremendous burden to carry in administering the 
affairs of the Kingdom throughout the world, and all appear- 
ances indicate they function in an efficient, effective manner. 
They merit and receive a constant interest in my prayers. 

However, I believe there have been occasions when divine 
inspiration was slow to get through to them. As it was in the 
days of the primitive Church when the Prophet Peter was slow 
to get the message that the gospel of Jesus Christ was to be 
made available to the gentiles, so in recent times it took an ex- 
traordinary effort by the Prophet Spencer to reverse a century 
of discrimination and put into practice the universal availabil- 
ity of priesthood authority to men of all races. There have been 
other infrequent instances when decisions were made and 
policies implemented that appeared to conflict with basic 
gospel principles and were later reversed. 

It would be no surprise to me if at some future time, the 
Prophet Gordon, or Boyd, or Dallin, or whomever, were to un- 

dergo a transformation similar to that experienced by Peter 
and Spencer, one leading them to direct that women in the 
Church should have a broader role in managing the affairs of 
the Kingdom. An inquiry to the heavens might also be made 
and an answer received regarding the appropriateness of cur- 
rent Church practices toward those whose sexual orientation 
varies from the traditional. 

NOUGH unburdening my frustration with attitudes and 
practices that bother me-on to those things that are ba- 
sic to my being and thus motivate me to live life as I do. 

1. I havefaith in God, the Godhead, and gratitudefor the atone- 
ment ofJesus Christ. I believe that I have a Heavenly Father and 
Mother who love me unconditionally, who created me, and 
who are constantly aware of my existence. I gratefully accept 
the atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ, which I don't fully com- 
prehend, but I rejoice that it is in place. I have sensed the in- 
fluence of the Holy Ghost on numerous occasions and 
appreciate that conduit for truth and light. 

2. My relationship with my immediatefamily is the most mean- 
ingful segment of my earthly lije. My wife of thirty-nine years, 
Phyllis, and 1 have developed a relationship that accommo- 
dates our differences and allows us to grow together. We are 
strikingly different in many ways, yet the total trust we have in 
each other and the unlimited concern we have for ohe another 
makes possible the warm intimate relationship we share. I can- 
not imagine existence without the assurance of her love for me. 

As for my children, we are still at work on how we can in- 
teract with and build each other. All have chosen paths in their 
lives that are different than those I have trod. Some of those al- 

P e c u l i a r  P e o p l e  

Standardized Difference between B W  Students and National Norms BYU STUDENTS ARE PRACTICAL, 
NOT THEORETICAL OR REFLEXIVE 
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SCORES FROM THE OMNIBUS PERSONALITY 
Inventory administered to BW students in Student 
Development courses reveal interesting differences be- 
tween them and national norms. 1277 female and 1207 
male students were surveyed. These students may not be 
representative of all BW students-they may be some- 
what more undecided about their majors. Standardized 
differences (the difference between BW students and na- 
tional norms divided by the standard deviation) indicate 
that BW students score lower on Thinking Introversion 

Females 
(liking reflective thought and academic activities), 

0 ~ ~ 1 ~ .  Tl~eoretical Orientation (preference for dealing with theo- 

-1.5 -1 -0.5 o 0.5 I retical concerns and scientific methods), Complexity (ex- 
perimental and flexible orientation), and Autonomy 
(liberal, non-authoritarian thinking and a need for inde- 

pendence). BW students also had somewhat lower levels of anxiety In contrast, B n ]  students had a stronger Religous 
Orientation (accepting of conventional religious beliefs and practices), greater Personal Integration (lower social alienation or 
emotional disturbance), a more Practical Outlook (interest in practical act~vities and value of material possessions and concrete 
accomplishments), and somewhat higher Altruism. 
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ternate routes have been easy for me to accept, but others have 
presented a direction and course that I consider neither appro- 
priate nor prudent. Notwithstanding these conflicts, it is a core 
belief of mine that I must extend every effort to maintain a 
healthy, growing relationship with each of my children, one in 
which we can mutually contribute to each other's well being, 
regardless of how we are currently living. 

3. The association with good people is a continual source of 
strength and renewal to me. In my daily working life, I have the 
privilege of providing services to people who are generally de- 
cent, who appreciate my efforts, and who enrich and con- 
tribute to my life. I have had marvelous business associates for 
almost forty years who have kept me challenged and growing 
intellectually I have a large cadre of friends from different 
eras-childhood, college, mission field, former living 
locations-who continue to pop up and re-energize me. 
Discussion groups, where ideas are freely exchanged and dif- 
ferences respected, add a valuable dimension to my life. 

4. I believe there is continuous revelationfrom the heavens. This 
provides divine direction to the Lord's church and to the world 
in general. But most important to me, it is the "still, small 
voice" that assures me I'm loved, that communicates that 
someone shares my struggles, and that occasionally gives me 
direction in my life. 

5.  I love the Church ofJesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. I con- 

A Psalm 

sider it as much my church as it was the Prophet Joseph's or is 
President Hinckley's or anyone else's. It has the power to ad- 
minister holy ordinances, and it is the vehicle to do much 
good in the world. 1 have been amply rewarded for the modest 
contribution I have made toward its development and progress 
by the insights I have received through it and the opportunities 
my family have gained from it. 

6. Because 1 a m  so committed to this "stone cut out of a moun- 
tain," I a m  troubled when it is not all it can be or should be. As 1 
stated earlier, that happens occasionally However, I maintain a 
faith that change will occur that will eventually right any 
wrongs that may exist, and I wait patiently for them, having 
faith from experience that change does come. 

-J. FREDERICK (TOBY) PINGREE 
T o v  Ten 

SIGNS THAT MORMONS 
ARE TAKING OVER THE 

NEIGHBORHOOD 

T HE FOLLOWING TOP TEN LIST, COMPOSED BY 
Ed Weir, recently appeared in The Door. The Door is a 
faithful if irreverent Christian magazine, the name of 

THE RAG MAN'S PRAYER 
We thank you first, 0 Lord, for body 
aching from its concrete bed, 

for eyes the new light stings 
from stupor; 

we're grateful, too, for scent, which from the vent 
of baking bread conceives an appetite, 

for sense which feels little clouds 
move like fish in the river's first-lit pools, 

for ears which hear the river 
waking stones; 

for skull's cap, inside which curls a tongue 
of praise, a dim, contorted map of home; 

for empty hands, balm we hold to heal 
our neighbor's emptiness, we give you thanks, 

though most for heart, which blessed with bleeding 
for our sisters' wounds, our brothers' 
bleeding, pours out from blood its wine, from crusts and bones 
its bushel baskets filled with loaves and fish. 
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which alludes to Martin Luther's nailing his nintey-five theses Tw e  n  t y  Ye  a  rs  A g o  
to the door of the Wittenberg chapel. The magazine claims to 
be "still nailing it to the church." HOW well haie they "nailed" 
Mormonism? 

10. You hear mothers yelling things like, "Jared, have you 
seen Micah, Ruth, David, or Naomi?" 

9. Local coffee shop only serves decaffeinated, room tem- 
perature coffee. 

8. Neighborhood churches begin to look like little prisons. 
7. Local bike shop only canies black mountain bikes. 
6. Jesus and Satan appear as estranged brothers on Geraldo. 
5.  Small shops begin to appear bearing signs which read, 

"TRACE YOUR LINEAGE, $10." 
4. Unusual number of maternity shops begin to appear. 

and you have to drive into the city to buy condoms. 
3. Little league football team called "Moroni's Marauders." 
2. Kids are talking about LDS instead of LSD. 

and the number one sign the Mormons are taking over. 

1. Neighborhood jewelry store renamed "Pearls of Lesser 
Price." 

"A NARROW LINE" 

In 1976, BW English professor Edward A. Geary reviewed the lat- 
est Mormon periodical, SWSTONE, for the alumni magazine BW 
Today (Sept. 1976). Geary's insights pithily summarize the balanc- 
ing act  SUNSTO TONE, then and now. 

N OW, WITH THE THIRD ISSUE JUST OFF THE press, 
SUNSTONE'S character and purpose are beginning to 
come into focus. SUNSTONE calls itself "A quarterly 

journal of Mormon experience, scholarship, issues, and art." 
What it really is [is] a magazine, in the eighteenth-century sense 
of that word: a portable container for small but worthwhile 
items. SUNSTONE has no axe to grind, no political or theologi- 
cal line to promote, no purpose except the rather general one of 
providing an outlet for the work of Mormon writers. The em- 
phasis in the second and third issues is clearly on variety There 
are reports of personal experiences. . . . There are poems and 
stories. . . . There are continuing treatments of the arts. . . . 
There are odds and ends of Mormon history and folklore, and 
essays, interviews, and articles on contemporary issues. . . . And 
there are some of the most incisive book reviews currently be- 
ing published on books of particular interest to Mormons. 

M o r m o n  M e d i a  I m a g e  

A SIGN OF THE TIMES? 
Ifsex, drugs and rock and roll are signs ofour depr-aved culture in these last days, what kind ofa sign is it 

when two Mormon missionary-types advertise rock music on Salt h k e  area billboards? Could this be 
what Paul had in mind when he said Satan v~ould appear as f a n  angel of light? One Utah advettising 

agency must have thought s e i t  refused to ntn the ad campaign, citing cult~~ral sensitivities. Then again, 
perhaps thefolhs at KBER (101.1 -FM), whofound another agency willing to post the billboards, just have 

a quirky scnse of humor 
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"SUNSTONE'S strength is in the quality and variety of the ed- 
itors and writers it has attracted thus far. Its weakness, as I see 
it, is in what seems to be a conscious effort to avoid the pitfalls 
of Dialogue. In the effort not to be too controversial lies the 
danger of becoming too bland. Not that SUNSTONE is a bland 
publication on the whole, but the "issues" that it promises in 
its subtitle to treat have thus far been handled very carefully 
and non-controversially There seems to be a similar effort on 
the part of the editors to avoid being or seeming too intellec- 
tual or scholarly, which again exposes the journal to an oppo- 
site danger, that of superficiality 

"These dangers, and the further danger of Utah Valley 
provinciality, exist but do not yet seriously threaten the qual- 
ity of SUNSTONE. Those who write for and edit an indepen- 
dent journal aimed at a Mormon audience must walk a 
narrow line if they are to be successful: to publish a wider 
range of material than can be found in the house organs of 
the Church or of BYLJ (or else there is no justification for the 
existence of an independent journal) without publishing 
things that are offensive to Church members or Church lead- 
ers; to offer meat enough to satisfy serious readers while re- 
taining a sufficiently light offering to attract a more casual 
audience (since the number of serious readers in 
Mormondom is very small). To these challenges must be 
added another, perhaps the most difficult of all: to keep a 
small, non-commercial, non-subsidized publishing venture 

afloat in a time when the cost of paper and printing and 
postage is escalating at an alarming rate. 1 don't know 
whether SUNSTONE will make it, but it deserves to make it, 
and it deserves the support of everyone who cares about 
Mormon art or literature or theater, or, indeed, Mormon life." 

WHAT'S IN A PEJORATIVE? 

R ECENTLY AN AML-LIST SUBSCRIBER POSTED A 
request to other users of the Association for Mormon 
Letters' computer discussion group for non-divisive 

synonyms of "anti-Mormon." For years sensitive Mormon 
wordsmiths have labored to find alternatives to "non- 
Mormon"; after all, no one wants to be defined by what they 
are not (Mormon) instead of by what they are (Catholic, 
Protestant, "people of other faiths," etc.). But for people who 
spend their time speaking, pamphleteering, writing, witness- 
ing, and publishing to convince people that Mormonism is 
false-people who are, well, divisive-one could argue that 
"anti-Mormon" accurately defines them by what they are, not 
by what they are not. And some list-users agreed. Trped one 
respondent: "Either you're for, or against. There is no middle 
ground. . . . I'm all for being devisive [sic] as long as that 
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means I won't be spewed from the mouth of God at the last 
day" Another agreed, noting that "Christ had perfect love for 
those scribes and Pharisees he called 'hypocrites' and 
'child[ren] of hell."' Yet another wrote, "We have enemies. 
Why pretend otherwise?" 

Nevertheless, the request for alternatives prompted many 
nominations from Mormondom's elite men and women of let- 
ters, although most contributors seemed more playful than 
constructive. The lengthy list of suggested synonymns for 
"anti-Mormon," not all of which would lessen division, in- 
cluded: 

skeptics challengers 
Gentiles the unconverted 
Mormon-detractors contra-Mormons 
counter-Mormons post-Mormons 
anti-Christs unwashed heathens 
Mormophobes ignurnt fools 
Nehors Tannerites 
avatars of Satan 0 Benighted Ones 

dysfunctional pseudo-Christians 
friends of other faiths (FOOFS) 
friends of opposing lifestyles (FOOLS) 
patrons of opposing philosophies (POOPS) 
acquaintances of negative theological interests (ANTIS) 
the Gentile Liberation Front 
CsOTMC (Critics of the Mormon Church) 
objectivity-challenged Mormon commentators 

and, "persons in straw hats who sit upon lawn chairs in the 
full sun all the day long and distribute perversely nega- 
tive literature about the LDS church at the exits of park- 
ing lots of LDS temple open houses, who are otherwise 
harmelsss . . ." 

After a week or so of give and take on the subject, the AML- 
list moved on to discussing more weighty matters of Mormon 
literature, such as reviews of current novels and how we can 
cultivate Mormon Shakespeares. Concerning terms, it was the 
Bard who noted, that a rose by any other name still smells as 
sweet. Supposedly, the same goes for anti-Mormons, too. 

MORMON INDEX 
Percentage of 1847 Mormon pioneers over the age 65  : 1 

Percentage of 1995 U.S./Canadian Saints over the age 65 : 9 

Number of women called prophetesses in the Bible : 7 

Percentage of Mormon vs. U.S. men who say mamage is better than being single : 75:53 

Average ideal family size for LDS women vs. U.S. women : 4.6:2.8 

Percentage of LDS men vs. LDS women who wish to be free from parental responsibility : 4.2: 11.3 

Percentage of LDS men and LDS women who feel like a person of worth-on equal plane with others :93:93 

Number of freshmen BW admits each year : 5,600 

Number of freshmen applicants B W  denies each year : 1,000 

Percentage of Mormon psychotherap~sts who "often" counsel patients to memorize scriptural passages as therapy : 41 

Ranking of Utah among states with the most charitable citizens: 1 

Approximate percentage of income Utahns contribute to charity (largely tithing) : 3 

Approximate percentage of income given to charity in the second-most-charitable state : 1.5 

Standard hour for bugle to sound wake-up call in first pioneer company: 5 a.m. 

Shortest number of seconds Brigham Young took to recite the 600-word sealing ceremony : 108 

Year kissing was eliminated at the end of proxy sealings : 1927 

Highest Top-40 ranking achieved by Mormon Tabernacle Choir : 1 3  

Percentage of working U.S. Mormon women in professional or managerial fields : 31  

Percentage of working U.S. Mormon men in professional or managerial fields : 3 3  

Percentage of U.S. Mormons who favor the death penalty: 8 9  

Percentage of U.S. Mormons who favor abortion if the mother's health is endangered : 8 8  

1,2 1997-1998 Church Alr~lannc (Dcst.r-ct Nnv\). 103, 3 Jay Parr): hny hlorns. n i ~  hformon Book olLists (Bookcraft), 101, 4,5,6,7 Tim B. Hcaton, Kristen L. 
Goodman. Thomas B. Holman, "In Scorch of a Pecllllar People. Arc hlormon F a m ~ l ~ e s  Really that Dlhrent!" in Contemporary Mormon~sm: Social Sc~ence Perspectives 
(Ill~nots). 9 5 , 9 8 . 9 9 .  11 2: 8,9 Dzsrrrr Nclvs. Rl. 7 Jan 97: 1 0  P Scott Richards. R~chard \V Potts. "Splntual Inten.entions In Psychotherapy" In con t journal, vol 
21. no 1-1995,45. 11,12,13 Gcor-gc. Apr 97. 30: 14 1997-98 Church r\lrnclnuc (Dt.srrrf NCIVS): 15,16,17 Mormon Hier-nrchy: Extensions qf Power (Signature Books). 

754. 819. 845: 18,19,20,21 "Social Characrenst~cs." In Eni\.cloped~a nfX4ormon1sm (Macmillan Pul~lishlng). 1374. 1377 
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